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IV. CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

The Center is a non-profit organization established by the F 1
Foundation in 1954. It is located on a secluded hilltop near Ste. rd
University in California. it conducts a fellowship program I dis-
tinguished scholars in fields that illuminate the question of 1 1 men
and societies behave, or are in disciplines which are enoug' Ailed to
the behavioral sciences that the presence of the scholar ude to the en-
vironment for all the Fellows Each year about fifty sch tars partici-
pate, working at the Center for the academic year.

The intent of the Center is to improve the quality r the participat-
ing scholar. To accomplish this, it provides him with the time and
Iodides to intensely pursue and develop his intellectual interests
without interruption, to reevaluate himself in relation to his field and
to closely interact with peers from various fields. For the year he is
freed from the teaching and administrative chores he carries at his
home institution. The Center focuses on maintaining at+ environment
which allows for reflective study yet promotes conversation and inter-
action among the scholars. in this atmosphere, the scholar not only
can increase his knowledge, but can also bring to his work different
perspectives gained from the other Fellows. Many Fellows have found
that ihis freshening experience continues to influence their work, and
consequently that of their colleagues, years after the fellowship has
ended. The accumulated writings and the changed perspective of the
approximately 1000 scholars who have spent a year at the Center are
the fruit of the original idea for the Center.

Because the Center's major interest is in scholar building, selection
of a Fellow is based on his past performance and on his promise as a
productive scholar. His demonstrated or potential leadership abilities
arc m9re important than the nature of his particular interests. Never-
theless. each Fellow is chosen for his possible contribution to the
year% particular scholar group. The Center's selection process is
geared to create each year a synergistic scholarly community.

Though founded by the Ford Foundation and the recipient of an
endowment fund and operating grants from the Ford Foundation, the
Center depends on numerous sources of funds to meet its operations!
expenditures. Grants are made directly to the Center and some scholars
arrive with outside grants or partial support through sabbatical leave
arrangements with their home institutions.

V. PROGRAM ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
SOCIETY (POSTS)

The Program on Science, Technology and Society (POSTS), di-
rezted toward understanding a technology-dependent civilization, aims
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to illuminate the interrelation of technology and culture by means of
more effective communication between specialists in the natural, and
the behavioral and policy sciences. The focus of the program is not
so much to produce problem-solving books and articles as to improve
the quality of scholars concerned with the problems of today's society
and to increase the awarenoks of these problems in scholars not now
directly involved.

Problems at the interface between science, technology and society
ate almost always multidisciplinary in nature. Yet our educational
institutions, with very few exceptions, produce only specialists. So, to
be effective in dealing with problems in the science, technology and
society area, scholars often have to devote considerable effort to edu-
cating themselves in disciplines other than tteir original specialty.
Some Fellows have utilized their year at the Ceter to mow into these
multi-disciplinary problem areas. Thus, the purpose of POSTS is in
concert with the scholar building intent of the entire Center. The re-
flective nature which dominates most of the rest of life at the Center
also dominates the POSTS program. Fellows arc free to move in and
out of the program as their intellectual pursuits dictate.

The products of the POSTS program 'delude research and writing
on the ramifications of today's technology (many of which are de-
scribed in Section Vii). But more importantly, by promoting discus-
sions at the Center on the socio-scientific problems of our time, the
program alters the perceptions and even the research interests not
only of scholars directly involved in the program but also of their
associates at the Center. The most important follow-on result of the
POSTS program is its continuing influence on the scholar's viewpoint
and, subsequently, on that of his colleagues at his home institution
and in his profession. POSTS scholars frequently speak about their
work before audiences ranging from their fellow professionals to the
public at large, thus Increasing the general knowledge and awareness
of the problems of a technology-dependent society.

The scope of the POSTS program covers a wide number of com-
plex topics, usually involving specific technologies and policies. Con-
sequently, the POSTS program builds small groups of Fellows each
year around several core topics as well as providing fellowships for
individual projects. Cohorts of Fellows in a given year are assembled
with an eye to maximizing interaction among them through common
interests or through interdisciplinary cooperation.

The content of POSTS is determined by an Advisory Council
(members listed earlier) which provides definition and review of the
program and nominates and helps recruit appropriate Fellows. Paul
Armer became Coordinator of POSTS in March 1972, dividing his
time between that function and that of being a Fellow_ The Board of
Trustees of the Center has :.so maintained a close interest in the
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program and has final authority in approving fellowships for specific
individuals.

Although the awarding of the grant by N.S.F. to the Center was the
specific action which brought POSTS into being, financial support for
the program is diverse. Since the grant does not provide for an indirect
cost allowance, Center funds (either from endowment income or
other grants) are required for all Fellows participating in the pro-
gram. Further, some participating Fellows have been partially sup-
ported by their home institutions and/or grants from various agencies
and foundations. For example, the program's core project on race,
development and performance received major support from the Office
of Child Development of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare through the Social Science Research Council.

Many Fellows we it on several topics while at the Center. For some
of the Fellows listed in Section VI as having been associated with
POSTS, only a fraction of their activities was POSTS-related. In such
cases, their support from the Center was charged to POSTS On a
corresponding basis.

VI. FELLOWS ASSOCIATED WITH POSTS

1971/1972
Chades 0. Jones

University of Pittsburgh, Maurice Falk Professor of Politics
J....nea Lederberg

Stanford University, School of Medicine, Professor of Genetics and
Scientist in ,' sidcnce at the Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Scien^rs, POSTS program

Gardner Lindsey
University of Texas, Vice President and Dean of Graduate Studies

James C. Loath'
University of Texas, Professor of Piychology

Edwin Kingfield
Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, Professor of Eco-
nomics

James N. Spell la
University of Ncw Mexico, Leslie Spier Professor of Anthropology

1972/1973
Paul Miner

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Coordina-
tor of the POSTS program and Fellow

walnut F. Baxter
Stanford University, Professor of Law

John S. Chipman
University of Minnesota, Professor of Economics



Victor R. Fuchs
City University of New York, Professor of Economics and Nation-
al Bureau of Economic. Research, Inc., Vice President Research

Donald Kennedy
Stanford University. Professor of Biology

Joshua Lederberg
Stanford University, School of Medicine, Professor of Genetics and
Scientist in Residence at the Center for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences. POSTS program

John R. Plait
Mental Health Research Iastitute, Associate Director and Uni-
versity of Michigan. Professor of Physics

Fredrick C. Redlich
Yale University, Professor of Psychiatry

Terrance Sandalow
University of Michigan. Professor of Law

Israel Schellier
Harvard University, Professor of Philosophy

Vernon L. Smith
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Professor of Economics

Lefton S. Slavrianos
Nonhwestera University, Professor of History

Joseph Weizenbaum
Massachusetts institute of Technology. Professor of Computer Sci-
ence

VII. POSTS PROJECTS
The following is a review of the written materials and other prod-

ucts which have thus far resulted from POSTS. They are grouped by
year and, when appropriate, under core project headings:

1971/1972* .

Gardner Lindzey, John C. Loehlin, MO4 SpohlerRace, Develop-
ment and Perjorntance: A Re-analysis

Early in the history of POSTS, the role of psychological testing
in our society was identified as a problem worthy of concern. The
Center sought to find a technology which had actually emerged from
the social or behavioral sciences and which had had an important

Because of the long lead times in bringing Fellows to the Center the size of
the POSTS cffurt in general hi 1971/1972 was minimal.

* In fact. the project had been identified prior to the actual awarding of the
N.S.F. grant for POSTS. Because of the unceriainty of N.S.F. funding. alter.
native partial suppor was solicited and obtained from the Office of Child
Developmcnt1H.E.W.)through the Social Science Research Council.Thus.both
O.C.D. and N.S.F. funds supported the research effort. In addition, both
Lualzey and Loehlin received partial support from the University of Texas.
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impact on our society, in order that our first Inquiry under the POSTS
effort would respect the background of the Center as well as the con-
cerns of the new program. Intelligence tests, personality and aptitude
tests are among the more obvious technological contributions of the
behavioral sciences. For years, such tests have been used to guide
individual students. and have been used as a means of selection and
elimination in establishing the populations of schools and professional
colleges. A great deal of social reliance on these tests has developed.
Because minority groups in the United States tend to receive lower
average scores on them than the white population does, considerable
resentment against the use of 1.0. tests has arisen. They have been
challenged as "culture bound" and as devices to permit discrimination
in the name of science. In fact, resentment has grown to such an ex-
tent that some sehllars are reluctant to undertake study in the field
of tests and measurements for fear of being called racist. Others have
claimed that public policy ignores betweengroup differences.

The study group consisted of Gardner Undzey, John C. Loeb lin
and James Spuhler, who recruited an advisory board of eminent
scholars and educators to aid and advise them in their efforts. The

1 group began by concentrating on decidable questions and the evi-
dence that bears upon them, emphasizing this approach rather than
the use of polemics. The,. asked the questions: Could some or all of
the genes that affect general intelligence be differently distributed in
different U.S. racial ethnic groups? If so, are they?

To arrive at some answers to these questions, they reviewed a num-
ber of bodies of possibly relevant evidence. From this study they
concluded that:

I. Observed average differences in the scores of members of differ-
ent U.S. racial-ethnic groups on intellectual ability tests probably
reflect in part inadequacies and biases in the tests themselves. in part
differences in environmental conditions among the groups. and in part
genetic differences among the groups.

2. A rather wide range of positions concerning the relative weight
to be given these three factors can be taken reasonably on the basis
of current evidence, and a sensible person's position might well differ
for different abilities, for different groups, and for different tests.

3. Regardless of the position taken on the relative importance of
those three factors, it seems clear that the differences among indi-
viduals within racial-ethnic (and socioeconomic) groups greatly ex-
ceed the average differences between such groups.

Tice present state of scientific evidence does not justify stronger
conclusions than those above. Further evidence should be sought in
older to hafrow the range of positions that an intellectually honest
person may take on this issue. The study group outlined several prom-
ising areas of research to help accomplish this, including:
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1, Studies causally nuking abilities to specific genes or specific en-
vironmental conditions. If one were able to identify particular genes
and environmental factors and their respective contributions to the
variance of the [rat., one could examine directly whether those genes
or environmental fe ars differed between groups.

2. Studies which cc npare several racial-ethnic groups on a number
of ability measkres. A 'Prying pattern of ability differences over a sct
of racial-ethnic groups ii much more constraining of possible explana-
tory hypotheses than is comparison of two groups on a single ability
measure. Few environmental e.mdltions, for example, are likely to
vary hi just the fashion among the groups that would fit the pattern
of observed differences.

3. Developmental studies, especially in the first three years of life.
This is the period in which the primary differentiation of abilities
takes place, so it is highly relevant to study the environmental and
biological factors operating at this time. Follow-on studies of the
pattern of changes of abilities over time would also be extremely
uscfri.

4. Cross-racial adoptions. Such studies would offer the hope of
partially disentangling genetic from family environmental factors
though they would be hanticapped by thc fact that placements of
this kind involve a highly selected subset of homes and occur almost
exelusivelc in one direction.

5. Racial mixture studies in the V.S. Such studies should ideally
use either good genealogical evaluation ct racial mixture, or empiri-
cal evaluation using blood-group and pr:tain markers. A multivariate
study, in which changes in the ability p: Ale arc examined across
varying degrees of racial admixture, should also provide powerful
inferential possibilities.

6. Educational. nutritional and other environmental mani tllrtions.
There is tremendous researeh potential inherent in thc introduction
of environmenial changes which arc undertaken primarily for reasons
other than research. The effects of a change in educational practices,
for example, can be evaluated both within and across racial - ethnic
groups.

Based on the available evidence, the group offers the following
propositions for the consideration of social scientists, policy makers
and concerned citizens;

1. Humane and enlightened public policy measures need not bc,
and should not be, constrained by either hereditarian or environmen-
talist dogmas.

2. Any public policy should be responsive to the fact that indi-
vidual variations within U.S. racial-ethnic groups greatly exceed av-
erage between-group differences. The empirical fact that many man-
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bers of any U.S. racial-ethnic group exceed in intellectual perform-
ance the typical member of any other group is In itself a compelling
case against racbm.

3. "1.0. is not everythingnot nearly everything." There arc many
other relevant individual differences that combine to be of tremen-
dous value.

The reacarchers believe that the lack of a definitive answer to the
questions with which they began is neither disastrous nor disappoint-
ing. Moral and political questions never have had purely scientific
answers. The factual questions involved, if phrased in limited and
specific form, should indeed be answerable, and it is probably worth
society's time and money to answer some or many of them. The
group is fundamentally convinced that "on the whole, in any area,
better and wiser decisions are made with knowledge than without."

The results of the study will be published in a forthcoming book.

Charles O. Jones

While at the Center, Jones wrote up many of the results of a large-
scale study on air pollution decision-making supported in part by the
Allegheny Foundation (through the Ben Arneson Institute of Poli-
tics, Ohio Wesleyan University, Dr. Arthur Peterson, Director) and
the research funds of the Maurice Falk Professorship of Politics, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. Jones was partially supported with funds from
E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Company while at the Center.

Jones concluded that policy-making concerning air pollution has
differed from the usual policy-making process. The traditional model
for policy formulation is one of majority or consensus building re-
sulting In "disjointed incrementalism" .in which the decisions made
erect small or incremental changes and arc not based on a high level
of understanding. In the case of air pollution control, however, public
support rose so dramatically in 1970 that legislators were pressured
into devising strict regulations. Rather than having to find a coalition
for a policy, it was necessary to tad a policy for a coalition.

Air pollution is technically a very complex issue. When legislators
became suddenly concerned in 1970 with its regulation, they lacked
the expertise necessary for implementation of appropriate controls.
Also, in Jones' opinion, the national pollution control agency was
organizationally weak, lacked resources and did not have .,trong di-
rection. In view of these factor, Jones terms the air pollution policy-
making in the 1970's "speculate augmentation." Policy developers
gambled that know-how and capabilities would catch up with policy.
Jones recommends that if "... (speculative augmentation) is to be-
come more common we surely need to inquire into the means for
rapidly increasing technical and administrative capabilities, measur-
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ing public priorities among conflicting values, and ntaintaining citizen
support for the difficult and demanding administrative decisions nec-
essary to implement strong regulatory policies."

Jones published three articles (6,7,8) on air pollution and con-
temporary environmental politics, public support and governmental
regulation agencies. and on the thenaure of :stir pollution control
polities. He also wrote a book, Clean Air: The Po litks and Policies ol
Pollution Control, which is scheduled for publication in the fall 1974,
and completed four more articles yet to be published.

Joshua Lederber

Although Lcdcrberg is Scientist in Residence for POSTS, he is
principally committed to the Stanford University Medical School
where he receives most of his support. Included among his many
interests Is a concern for the social and political effects of advances
in the field of biology. Two of his published articles deal with this
subject, (9) and (12).

Advances in molecular biology promise to enlarge our technical
capacity to intervene in genetic problems. Social and ethical factors
are likely to play an increasingly important role in determining the
application of new scientific advances to humans. Lcdcrbcrg believes
that the evolution of wise policies for thc use of genetic advances
requires a widely disseminated u iderstanding of the probable po-
tentialities of various types of genic intervention and their technical
as well as ethical !imitations. In addiucn, the costs of enforcing con-
straints against such interventions must oc weighed against the social
motives for possible sanctions against them. Cut catty, such inter-
vention generally takes the fore of prenatal diagnosis coupled with
elective abortion of the threatened fetus. However, cell and organ
transplantation and virogenic therapy are being developed. The re-
nucleation of eggs (cloning) i. a theoretical possibility, likely in thc
near future to be of more metaphorical than pragmatk interest. The
discussioa of cloning may help to illuminate the ethical problem of
parenthood, i.e. what is the responsibility of each generation for the
biological and cducationai predetermination of its successors?

To answer such questions, it is important not only to disseminate
information on gen_tic possibilities but also to integrate biology with
tl.: social sciences, sad. as psychology, philosophy and history. Such
an interdisciplinary field is calla.. "human biology. It includes many
questions presently not understoo43. such as: When does fife begin?
To what extent do Hological factors L-taztaine temperament, language
tone !Pt.:invitee and other behavon.I trails? When more inflict-tic
methods of intervention in human development are found, they must

Includes 1971 - 1973.
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be given the most careful scrutiny with respect to the social utility of
their adoption. The study of "human biology" is needed to do this.

Ledcrbcrg also wrote an article on chemical and biological weapons
(10). In it he uultneb the history of national and international poli-
cies directing the production and use of these weapons. For example,
he describes the Biological Draft Treaty (BW-71) which states that
each party promises to "never... develop, produce, stockpile ..."
biological weapons. There are two main problems with this: the treaty
does not mention actual use of such weapons; and the peaceful uses
Of potential biological weapons make verification of adherence to the
treaty extremely difficult Despite these difficulties, BW-71 and other
international agreements invol.ing chemical and biological weapons
have been practical fore s ti deflate the pressures for such a weapons
race by the superpovcrs Lcderberg states, "Insofar as the super-
powers place some utility on the pattern of stability achieved by
BW -71, they may discourage violations even in the face of local ad-
vantages to one of their allies."

In another article (11), Lcderbcrg outlines several approaches for
better directing scientific research toward improving the human con-
dition:

a) Liberate the universities from some of ie programmatic re-
straints of centrally administered governmental funding.

b) Promote a flourishing, well-informed and effectively critical
scientific community.

c) Subject the scientist turned consultant to public scientific skep-
ticism..

d) Provide Congress with greater access to good technical advice.
e) Assess not only individual protects, but also their aggregate

impact.
New laws will be necessary to resolve conflicts of rights along new

lines in the areas of: privacy, including computer dossiers on indi-
viduals; public education for over-specialized professionals, and en-
vironmental concerns, including the deprivation of individual rights
for the general welfare. The registered non-profit advocate of con-
sumer and environmental interests, already exemplified by public in-
terest law firms, is a new institutional form needed to deal with these
problems.

Edwirk!Ler»-q-s!

Externalities occur when one person's (or firm's) use of a resource
imposes cos's or damages on others who cannot obtaia proper com-
pensation In a forthcoming article on pollution externalities and
what can be done about them Mansfield shites that private costs
involved in pollution differ from social costs and, because the pol-
luters do not pay the true cost of waste disposal, their products arc
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artificially cheap. Consequently, too much is produced of them. Mans-
field states, ... where externalities arc present, economists generally
agree that it may be justifiable for the government to intervene." He
then describes three possible methods of intervention:

Direct Regulations Governing Disposal and the Quality of the
Environment These are presently being used and have been
somewhat effective, but their establishment and enforcement re-
quire large amounts of technical information, and they arc more
costly for some firms to comply with than for others. Conse-
quently, pollution reduction is not achieved at optimal efficiency.
Tax Credits for Firms that Introduce Pollution Control Equip-
Inert: The problems with this are that even with new equip-
ment it may still be cheaper to pollute. Tax credits for equip-
ment would not encourage other control methods (such as sub-
stituting one fuel for another), and taxpayers other than pol-
luters (or consumers of their products) would be paying for the
new equipment.

Taxes on Effluents This is the cheapest way to achieve pol-
lution reduction since the polluter will find it profitable to reduce
his discharge of waste to the point where the cost of reducing an
additional unit of waste is equal to the effluent fee. Also, less
technical information is needed to administer an effluent tax than
to directly regulate pollution.

Mansfield points out that if pollution is dramatically reduced it will
force out of business those firms which must pollute to compete, there-
by increasing unemployment. It may also increase the cost of needed
goods and servkes more for the poor than for the rich. Mansfield
suggests government intervention to transfer income to the poor to
offset this effect of pollution control.

Mansfield also continued at the Center his study of the production
and apilication of new industrial technology which was supported by
grants to him from the Ford Foundation and the Small Business Ad-
ministradot: as well as from N.S.F. and the POSTS program. Mans-
field's colleagues in this project were J. Rapoport, J. Schnee, S. Wag-
ger, and M. Hamburger. They and Mansfield have written a book,
Rft;earch and Innovation in the Modern Corporation, W. W. Norton,
which will be publichnd

In developing a model of research and development, Mansfield
found that the technical risks of most R&D being conducted are rela-
tively small_ The size and complexity of the product, the available
stock of knowledge, the components and materials and the develop-
ment strategy used all influence the cost of a new product. Regarding
costs, R&D expenses are only half the total cost of innovation and
there is a trade-off in the cost of R&D and the time needed for the
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total innovation process. Greater initial expenditures tend to shorten
the lead time to market readiness. Mansfield also found that the larg-
est corporations do not have significant advantages !n the R&D area
over somewhat smaller firms. In fact, the cost of speeding up an in-
novation seems to be positively related to firm size, and use of inno-
vations tends to spread more rapidly in less concentrated industries.
Mansfield recommends that private industries study carefully the
economics of their R&D programs. Over-runs in commercial develop-
ment are very large and projections of a project's success are inaccu-
rate 30 percent of the time.

In testimony before the =-louse of Representatives (13), Mansfield
stated that from the available evidence there may be some under-
investment in civilian R&D. 1.1....ot.,:-, `'. ..."..:,. . :L.:4,..
sparse and too weak to indicate specifically where the shortfall, if it
really exists, is greatest. The fact that an industry is unable to com-
pete in foreign markets or is having trouble on other grounds does not
indicate that them is justification for additional R&D. Thus, he rec-
ommends that any program designed to compensate for an under-
investment in R&D should be begun on a relatively small scale and
expanded as evidence of its value is developed. No program should
rely too heavily nn centralized planning (the pluralistic system has
served us well) or on tax Incentives, which tend to induce more of
the same kind of R&D presently being done. It may be advantageous
to encourage additional R&D through federal contracts and grants to
fonts. The available evidence indicates also that public policy should
try to eliminate unnecessary barriers to market entry and to promote
competition in American Industry.

1972/1973
Paul Armcr

Armee, concerns center around the social implications of com-
puter technology and the problems created tor the individual and his
organization resulting from the rapid pace of change which renders the
inlvidu,rs skins obsolete long before he reaches retirement age.

With respect to the former, he has pointed out (1) that the chief
reason for the tremendous impact of computers has been the con-
tinuously and rapidly declining cost of a unit of raw computing power.
Such et sts have been declining by a factor of ten approximately every
four years. Computers are thus drained:eft ebanOts the economics
of information storage and processing. It becomes economically feas-
ible, for example, to collect and store large amounts of information
about individuals, thereby threatening their privacy.

Wilt respect to obsolescence, Anne; has formillatekuhuo h^ e.dIe
the "Paul Pnneiple" in allusion to the recently expounded "Peter
Prim iple" according to which individuals tend to rise in organizations
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to their "level of incompetence Antler hypothesizes that "'individuals
often become incompetent over time at a level at which they once
performed well, because they become incompetent (obsolete) for that
level." In (2) he suggests that one thing which can be done by pro-
fessional societies to aid their members in staying current is to oiler
self-assessment tests which help the Individual to discover what it is
that he does not know.

William F. Bax.".ei
in 1970 William P. 2axter gave a series of lectures at Stanford

UniVergity% Allmni Sommer College He explained bogie economic
principles, and then described how these can be applied to under-
standing the complex issues or pollution control. Baxter has written
a book based on ;hese lectures. He shows that in order to make the
operating level which maximizes profits for a given company be the
same as mat wawa nas the optimum level of pollution from the stand-
point of society, it is necessary to impose exci6e taxes on effluents
and/or to bring class action suits against polluters. For.example, to
reduce airplane noise, we should require airports to make periodic
payments to neighboring landowners in the amount by which the
rental value has been diminished during the proceeding period. in an
article published last year (3), Basics details a system of taxes on
effluents which would "cause the level of harm from pollution to fall
until it was not more than that justifiable by the essentiality to the
society of the product yielded by the activity."

John S. Chipman
In several papers, Chipman develops rigorous bases for some prop-

ositionq underlying several economic theories. For example, the con-
cept of "community indifference curves' as a tool or expository device
for deriving market demand functions has a long history in the liter-
ature of international trade. Chipman proves that a sufficient condi-
tion under which such a concept is valid is that preferences between
alternative patterns of consumption are independent of scale of in-
come (homothetic) and incomes arc proportional, This has several
interesting applications in the pure theory of international trade.

At least from the time of John. Stuart Mill, ccoaomists have specu-
lated ort.whether a transfer of funds (e.g. a loan) from one country
to another will worsen the terms of trade for the paying country so
that an "excess burden" is involved. The classical presumption, stated
by Mill, is that the excess burden exists. Chipman gives conditions in
rigorous models of trade for this to occur (4). Even when the coun-
tries have no preference for their own goods over foreign goods there
is a presumption of an excess burden. This is because countries tend
to specidize in different export goods. Since the paying country has
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less to spent its_ resources tend to go into export industries whose
(toques arenercased, while in the receiving country, which has more
to spend, resources arc drawn out of the export industries whose out-
puts are reduced. These changes in prouacucn cause pikes iv move
unfavorably for the paying country. Only if the countries produce the
same lists of goods with the same kinds of productive techniques is
it likely that the excess burden can be avoided.

Turning to domestic economics, Chipman and James Moore of
Purdue University look at the "New Welfare Economics," which is an
attempt to make welfare prescriptions without having to make value
judgments C ipman shows that the New Welfare Economics cannot
escape the possibility of giving rise to an inconsistent sequence ye
policy recommendations, unless either the distribution of income arid
wealth is assumed to be suitably restricted or individual preferemes
are assumed to be identical and homothetic. In general, we cannot
make policy recommendations except on the basis of value judg-
ments. and these should be made explicit.

Victor K. Fueirs--

Fuchs applies economic principles to the health field in consider-
ing problems of the current high cost of medical care, limited access
to physicians, and mounting health problems such as the increase in
heart disease. First, he points out that the most important influences
on health today are genetic factors, environment and life style, not
quality and availability of health care. For example, in the United
States, death rates for adult males have actually been rising slowly
since 1960 although health care has generally improved.

Economics cannot directly affect these important influences on
health and mortality, but it can clarify the problems involved in how
to allocate scarce resour.cs so as to best satisfy human wants, includ-
ing the desire for access to good medical care (5). No country is as
healthy as it could be because of other social goals s::eh as justice,
transport ':ion, beauty and education. Due to the scarcity of resources
we rocs choose between health and other goals, we must also make
choice.: within the health field. The economist determines the best
choices by applying the rule of "equality at the margin" relating
the incremental yield of any particular program to the incremental
cost of the program, and allocating resources so that the yield per
dollar at the margin is the same for all programs. Fuchs suggests the
following overall plan to improve health and medical care:

Establishment of compulsory, universal, comprehensive health
insurance.
Estsblishment of more Health Maintenance Organizations which-----Fuchs' work wts partially supported by the Carnegie Corporation.
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provide comprehensive medical care to a voluntarily enrolled
consumer population. (Although coverage is compulsory, choice
of plan is voluntary.) Fecs are fixed and prepaid.
Elimination of many of the restrictions on health manpower so
as to promote increased utilization of physician extender person-
nel, thereby improving patient access to primary care.

In a forthcoming book, Fuchs concludes by suggesting that equaliz-
ing the availability and quality of health care should be a step toward
a more egalitarian society.

Donald Kennedy
In Section V, it was mentioned that some Fellows utilize their year

at the Center to move from the specific discipline in which they
have been working toward the multi-disciplinary problems of science,
technology and society. Donald Kennedy, a biologist, is an example
of this. One of the main purposes of his coming to the Center was to
pursue an interest in the problems of science ants society. In particu-
lar, he had accepted a commitment to chair a National Academy of
Sciences committee evaluating alter:126W stadig's .-,f 1-4...:t .:....rrt-tt
in public health and agriculture. As a Fellow at the Center, Kennedy
was able to devote considerable time to reading and preparation for
his committee activities and to consultations with other Fellows (es-
pecially in Economics and Law) about various aspects of the prob-
lem: technology assessment, institutional incentives to improve tech-
nology, diffusion of technology, the economics of innovations and
other issues. The fruits of his fellowship will thus appear somewhat
later than for the average Fellow.

John R. Platt
Platt is chiefly concerned with the social changes needed for man

to accommodate to the modern world. He believes that the human
race is now passing through the greatest transformation ii, history.
Technological advances are astonishing, energy resources are now
reaching their limits. Consequently, society's attitudes, ethics and
institutions are rapidly changing, and must change even more.

Man must adapt from a growth society to a global steady state
society. Jonas Sant HAS !Matt 41 ...us .:....: ..... :::natirt in the world
today can be compared to the growth of a colony of bacteria. The
size of the colony grows geometrically until it reaches the limits of
its food supply Then it either levels off so that there is a "steady
stale," or the colony dies out completely. To avoid catastrophe, our
society must now learn to live in such a steady state. Platt has pub-
lished eight articles (14 through 21) describing the current situation
and what must be done about it.

An obstacle to society's adjusting to a steady state is the social
trap. A "social trap" is created when an individual or organization
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takes off in some direction or becomes enmeshed in some set of re-
lationships which, should it later prove to be harmful or undesirable,
seems impossible or too costly to back out of or abandon. The traps
of "individual goods and collective bads," such as individual coun-
tries stockpiling nuclear bombs to the detriment of world safety, cause
many of the current social and political difficulties. These traps could
be changed or avoided by a change in the associated reinforcements.
For example, the establishment of a superordinatc regulating mecha-
nism.the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, reinforced the short term advantage
for companies to avoid monopolies. Nested traps, in which behavior
detrimental to the general good is perpetuated by several interrelated
reinforcements, are the- most difficult to change. They should be
analyzed extensively to determine effective counter-reinforcements.

Platt suggests several such counterrcinforecments. Television
should become more educational, physical and biological knowledge
should be used increasingly to make efficient use of resources, edu-
cation should be socially enhanced (particularly in the area of ecol-
ogy) and simple living should be encouraged. Most imponantly, new
organizations with global networks of communication should be de-
veloped, creating a new breed of men and women with global allegi-
ance. The ecology movement and the human potential movement may
be harbingers of such organizations.

Fredrick C. Redlich
Like Kennedy, Redlich is an example of a scholar established in

one discipline moving out into the multi-disciplinary problems at the
Interface between science, technology and society. A psychiatrist,
Redlich developed a concern with the problems of medical ethics and
accepted the chairmanship of a committee oa Human Values in
Health for the Institute of Medicine. His fellowship permitted him
to learn about medical ethics and so far he has published two articles
on the subject, (22) and (23). The first of these deals mainly with
the ethical aspects of research conducted by an observer who con-
ceals his identity from the subjects, and the second concerns pro-
fessional values and conduct in the medical field as a whole. Redlich
stresses that as medical technology improves and as the consumer
becomes more informed, medical ethics will be reevaluated and social
scientists ought to figure prominently in this assessment.

Israel &healer
Scheller analytically examined several areas of philosophy while at

the Center. In a published article (24) he analyzed Thomas Kuhn's
influential book, the Structure of &lout& Revolutions. Kuhn had
postulated that a scientific advance is made not in gradual, rational
steps, but that it occurs in the scientist's a :nd as a total, sudden re-
organization of thought, a "gestalt switch." Scheiller questions this.
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First, he points out that Kuhn introduced the terms "vision" (a
gestalt reorganization) and "revolution" (the result of a gestalt
change) to replace "intcrprctatlon" and "deliberation" of science.
According to Kuhn, competition of theories is visualized as combat,
with victory the prize. Scheffier shows that to reduce the combat of
revolutionary parties to a gestalt switch is to leave out the critical
aspects of advocacy and opposed loyalties; it is to omit the notion of
claim and that of rationale. Whereas, conversely, to offer the gestalt
switch as a case of revolutionary transition is to import the inappli-
cable concepts of advocacy, commitment and party combat to merely
phenomenally alternative perceptual configurations. If we apply such
a hybrid notion to the case of scientific theory change, we are led to
develop a view that emphasizes the intuitive and spontaneous shift of
thouant and leaves no room for deliberation or interpretation, but
demands commitment.

Vernon L. Smith
Smith conducted an economic analysis of the optimum level of re-

cycling in relation to disposal. in a published article (25), he viewed
the problem of waste accumulation as the joint result of household
and firm decisions to let waste degrade instead of recycling it into
production. In a decentralized competitive society, no market will
exist to reflect the social cost of public pollution. Smith recommends
applying a system of "user" charges to redirect resources in accord-
ance with the reality of such public costs.

Smith reaches similar conclusions in a forthcoming book on the
economics of natural and environmental resources. For example, in
one chapter he studies the best use of land allocated for recreation.
Visitor use of the National Parks is increasing, resulting in distress
for naturalists and environmentalists, and for National Park and
Service administrators caught in the cross currents of political pres-
sure to make public lands freely available to the citizenry while at-
tempting to maintain these lands in their natural state. Past studies
have concentrated on conservation versus development. But there are
also the problems of managing. developing and rationing the re-
sources already allocated to recreational uses. Smith concludes in this
chapter that rationing use by deliberately increasing the cost of scenic
resources may be society's best option.

The best way to increase cost is to increase (or not decrease) the
difficulty of access. For example, if a road is not built through a prim.
hive forest, only those hardy enough and with strong enough prefer-
ences will use the area. By leaving the natural resources in their
original state of high-cost access, the administrative cost of overlay-
ing direct controls will be avoided, and yet use of the areas will be
rationed. Such rationing devices, Smith says, "... not only reduce
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crowding, and ecosystem damage; they also restrict use to those whose
preferences arc strong enough to overcome substantial cost of trans-
acting, and in this sense, the scarce resource is allocated to its more
valued uses."

Lefton S. Stavrianos
Stavrianos is optimistic about the future. When viewed in the light

of historical perspective, all the current social unrest can be seen as
the birth pangs of a new epoch as well as the death asonies of the old
order. in a forthcoming book, Stavrianos pursues this theme by look-
ing at major historical changes, such as the agricultural and industrial
revolutions. He states that because the scientific revolution is now
producing sufficient abundance to free men from subsistence activi-
ties. mass expectation and assertiveness are arising to create what may
be called the "Participatory Revolution." most clearly seen in the
movements of workers, youth, women and minorities. In the future,
Stavrianos predicts, there will be no dominating power, but a world
"moulded by interaction and adaptability . . . ". Stavrianos sees our
present problems as rising from the social context of science rather
than from science itself. Thus, we need to conceive and implement
the social engineering made necessary by the scientific revolution. He
believes that each scientific breakthrough has had (and will have in
the future) a corresponding breakthrough in mass assertiveness and
participation which produces the pressure necessary for the appropri-
ate social change.

Joseph Weizenbaum, Israel Schefiler, Paul Anner, Tertnace Sands-
low, Donald Kennedy, John R. Platt and others The Scope and
Limitations of Artificial Intelligence

There arc some who believe that "the brain is merely a meat
machine" and that when a few technical problems are solved, the
computer not only will have all the capabilities of the human brain but
will exceed it. Research intended to produce intelligent behavior from
computers is usually referred to as work in artificial intelligence. Wei-
enbaum has been concerned with the question of just how "intelligent"
machines may become and what this means to society. His fellowship
was devoted to the beginnings of a book which will probably represent
the only tangible output from the group effort.

The concerns of Weizcnbaum and the others resulted in a series of
seminars and discussions which were the dominant thread of activity
at the Center during 1972-1973. The seminar series arose spontane-
ously from conversations which the Center's culture and setting made
possible. The original discussants (Weizcnbaumcomputer science,
Israel Seheillerphilosophy) announced to the other Fellows their
new-found common interests and invited others to join. Beginning
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with the role of analogy and metaphor in understanding and explain-
ing, and thus the role of language in understanding our world, the
subject matter expanded to include the role of formal models (espe-
cially computational or cybernetic ones) and the biological, perceptual
and brain mechanisms underlying our use of language. WeiYertbaum
and Sandalow also examined judicial decision making and how a
computer might (or might not) make such decisions.

Where science stands with respect to understanding the human
brain is obviously crucial to considerations of when and to what extent
computer models of brain behavior will be possible. With this in mind,
activity on this topic reached its peak in mid-May when a two-day
conference was held on "New Models of Brain and Behavior." About
half the participants were individuals from institutions other that. the
Center.

'Weizenbaurn believes that the essence of an organism Is *fined by
the problems with which it must cope. The problems humans face,
problems which ate the very determinants of their humanity, cannot
logically be problems with which a machine is confronted. For ex-
ample, only humans can be confronted with the problems that tor-
mented Faust or Hamlet. No matter how "intelligent" we may be able
to make machines in the future, their "intelligence" will be an Mien
one.

VIII. PUBLICATIONS
Some scholars bring to the Center completed research and use their time here
to write the results of it. Others begin to work in different areas or find new
directions for their research. Consequently, the lead times between fellowships
and their tangible results vary considerably. The following is a list of those
books and articles which have been published iodate:

1. ARMER, PAUL. "Computers in Society." Proceedings of the Third Na-
tional Conference al the New Zealand Computer Society, Vol. III, 1972.

2. - "Obsolescence and Self-Assessment." Proceedings of the 1972
Conference of the Special liacrest Group on Computer Personnel Research
fS1GCPR). Association for Computing Machinery, New York, New York,
1972.

3. BAXTER, WILLIAM F. "International Implications of an Effluent Tax
SYsten Some Preliminary Observations." Stanford 101111121 of International
Studies, Vol. VIII" Spring, 1973, HS.

4. CdIPMAN, JOHN S. 'use Transfer Probkm Once Again," Trade, Sta-
bility. and Macroeconomics. Essay, in Honor of Lloyd A. Metzler. Editors:
George Horwieh and Paul A. Sam:I:boa New York: Academic Press,
1974, 19-78.

3. FUCHS, VICTOR. "Why Health Economics?" George James Memorial
Issue of the Mount Sinai Journal of Medicine, Vol. 40, No. 4, fulY/Augtat,
1973, 369173.

6. JONES, CHARLES 0. "Air Pollution and Contemporary Environmental
Politics." Growth and Change. July, 1973, 7247.

7. -. "From Gold to Garbage: A Bibliographical Essay on Politics
and the Environment." The American Political Science Review, Vol. 66,
June. 1972, 382495.
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IL _. 'The Limits of Public Support: Air Pollution Agency Develop.
mcnt." Pre lic Administration Review, Vol. 32, September/October. 1973.
502.508.

9. LEDERBERG, JOSHUA. ''Biological Innovation and Genetic Interven.
lion" Challenging Biological Problems. John A. Behnke, Editor. Oxford
University Press, New Yolk. 1972, 7.28.

10. . "The Control of Chemical and Biological Weapons." Stanford
Journal c/ International Studies. Vol. VII, Spring, 1972, 22.44.

11. . "The Freedoms and the Control of Science: Notes from the
lvoll Tower' Southern California Law Review. Vol. 45, No. 2, 1972.
596.614.

12. _ "The Genetics of Human Nature." Social Research, Vol. 40,
No. 3. Autumn. 1973, 375405.

13. MANSFIELD. EDWIN. Science, Technology and Society, Hearings before
the Sub-committee on Science. Research. and Development of the Com-
mittec on Science and Astronautics of the House of Representatives, April
13. 1972.97-126.

14. PLAIT. JOHN. "Beliefs that Can Link Men Together."ZyRon. May, 1974.
15. . "Can Determinism and Freedom Be Reconciled?" Teilhard Re

view, Vol. 8, Spring, 1974.
16. "Convergence and the Future." Willard Review, Vol. 8, Spring,

1974.
17. _ "Love and Consciousness." Teilhard Review, Vol. 8,Spring, 1974.
Is. _ "Movement for Survival:. Science. Vol. 180, May 11, 1971

580.582.
19. "Reading the Signs and Portents." Courses by Newspaper (pub-

lished by the National Endowment (or Humanities). October 22. 1973,
45-49.

20. "Science for Human Survival." Science Teacher, Vol. 40, No. 1,
January, 1973, 11.13.

21. "Social Traps." American Psychologist, Vol. 28, August, 1973,
641651.

22. REDLICH, FREDRICK. "Ethical Aspects of Clinical Observations of
Behavior," Journal of Nrrvous and Mental Disease, Vii. 137, No. 5, 1973,
313-319.

23. . "What is Medical Ethics?" Conner:tau Medicine. Vol. 37, No.
11, November, 1973, 377.382.

24. SCHEFFLER. ISRAEL. "Vision and Revolution: A Postscript on Kuhn."
Philosophy of Science. Vol. 39, No. 3, September, 1972, 366474,

23. SMITH, VERNON L. "Dynamics of Waste Accumulation: Disposal vs.
Recycling," The Quarterly Journal of Econormcs, Vol. 86, No. 343, No-
vember. 1975. 600.616.

IX. PRESENTATIONS

1971/1972
Charles 0. Jones

"FederalStateLocal Sharing of Authority in Air Pollution Control,"
presented at the 64th Annual Meeting. Air Pollution Control Association,
Atlantic City, New Jersey, June 29, 1971.
"Federal Air Pollution Policy. Some Thoughts on Effects and Feedback."
presented at the Conference on the Measurement of Policy Impact. Florida
State University, May 6.8,1971.
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Joshua Ledetherg
"Biological Innovation and Genetic Intervention," presented to the Jubilee
Symposium of Hoffman-La Roche Company, Ltd. held at Basil, Switzerland,
September, 1971.

Edwin Mansfield
"Production and Application of New Industrial Technology." prewn°-
meetings of the Southern Economic Associatil,r-;xgr .

"Science, Technnuvg. !K`s"'","'" suocomm,.
twse.::-1 was oeveloPment of the Committee on Science and A: )-

nautics of the House of Representatives. April 13, 1972.

"Technological Forecasting," presented at the 1972 meeting of the Interna-
tional Economic Association in Moscow, 1972.

1972/1973

Paul Armer
"Complexity and Communication." a seminar at the Fall Joim Computer
Conference of the American Federation of Information Processing Societies,
Anaheim, California: December 4, 1972.

"Computers and Society," a seminar at the School of Law, Stanford Unive
shy, February 14, 1973.

"Computers and Society." a talk presented to the New Zealand National
Computer Conference. Massey University. Palmerston North, New Zealand,
August 16- 19,1972.

"Impact of the Computer on Individual Life," n talk presented at the Second
International Conference on Man and Computer of the Institute de la Vie,
Bordeaux, France, September 11.16, 1972.

"Obsolescence and Self-Assessment." a talk presented to the Association for
Computing Machinery. San Francisco. California, November 16, 1972.

"Professional and Institutional Obsolescence." a talk presented to tht Jour-
nalism Fellows, Department of Communications, Stanford University, Jan-
uary 21,1973.

"Self,Assessment Techniques," a talk presented to the Engineering Founda-
tion Conference on "Maintaining Professional and Technical Competence of
the Older Engineer-Engineering and Psychological Aspects," Berwick Acad-
emy. South Berwick, Maine, July 1.6, 1973,

"Technical Obsolescence," a talk presented to the 4th Annual ADP SYmPo-
sium, Mechanicsburg. Pennsylvania, November 28,1972.

"Technological Obsolescence" and "Social Implications of Computers," two
seminars presented at Columbia University. New York, November 30 and
December 1. 1973.

William F. Dexter
"Government Intervention in the Chemical Industry in the Next Decade,"
meeting of the Chemical Industry Executives. Columbia, Maryland. May.
1973.

"Prospects for Regulatory Change in the 1970%;" Stanford Graduate School
of Business. June, 1973.
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John S. Chipman

"When Does its National Income Imply an Increase M National
Welfare?", Western Management Science Institute. Intadistiplinary Col.
loquium for Mathematics in the Behavioral Sciences. University of California
at Los Angeles, January 19. 1973.

"The Transfer Problem One. Aria." Food Research Institute. Stanford
University, March 2, 1973.

"Robustness of Least Squares Estimation of Linear Trend when Residuals
are Autocorrelated" Statistics Department Colloquium. Stanford University,
Match 13. 1973.

When Does an Increase in National Income Imply an Increase in Potential
Welfare?", Berkcley-Stanford-CASBS Seminar in Economic Theory and
Econometrics, Stanford University, April 5. 1973.

"The End of the New Welfare Economics," All Department Seminar, Stan.
ford University, May 15, 1973.

"A Reconsideration of the hlasticity Models of Balance of Payments Ad.
iustracnt." Seminar in Economic Developthent. Monetary Theory and Institu
dons, and International Trade. Department of Economics, Stanford Univer-
sity, May 17. 1973.

Mac Paretian Heritage," 'Vetting Lecture to commemorate the fiftieth am
niversary of Pareto's death, Canadian Economic Association. Kingston, On-
tario. Canada. June 1.1973.

"A Renewal Model of Economic Growth, The Continuous Case," Institut:
for Mathematical Studies in the Social Scion-es. Stanford University, July 18,
1973.

Victor R. lucks

"Maniage. Family Human °vial. and Fertility,' NBER Population
Council. ("Mona. Illinois.

"Hospital Regulation,' Harvard University Cal .er for Community Health
and Medical Cate, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

"Sonic Economic Aspects of bfonality in Developed Countries." presented
at the Imernational Economic Association Conference on Economics of
Health and Medical Case, Tokyo: April 2.7,1973.

Seminars on various aspects of health economics were given at she following
institutions:
University of California Medical School in San Francisco
Palo Alto Medical Care Foundation
Stanford Economics Department
The Mayo Clinic
University of Minnesota Economics Department
San Francisco Bay Area Health Care Society
College of Physicians of Northern California
University of California, Berkeley. Economics Department
Stanford Hospila, Department of Medicine

Donald Kennedy

"Alternative Strategics of Pest Control in Public Health and Agriculture."
Chairman of a National Academy of Sciences Committee on this topic.
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John R. Platt
"Science for Human Survival." presented at:
Program on Science and Society, University of Edinburgh, England, January
30. 1973.
National Teachers AssociatiOn, New Orleans, Louisiana. November 9. 1972.
Liebig Lecture. Phi Lambda Upsilon Honorary Chemical Fraternity. Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. April 3. 1973.
"Social Traps." presented at
Divisional Lecture, University of California, Santa Cruz, December 5, 1972.
Department of Psychology Colloquium, Univertity C.Iifornla. Santa Bar-
bara, March 6. 1973.
"Convergence and the Future." presentwi at the Teilh.,r1 Ccamr for the
Future of Man. 7th Annual Conference. October 2021. 1972.

Fredrick Redlich
"Problems of Medical Ethics." seminar at the Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences. 1972.
"Psychoanalysis and the Medical Model." meeting al the Academy for Psy-
choanalysis, Honolulu. May, 1973.

4.1. rres-al Etliis?", AMA Conference on Medical Ethics, Washing-
ton. D.C.. April, 1973.

LettosStavrianos
"Aspecu Cvwcznporary History," Fresno State University. Fresno, Caii.
foria. 1972.
"For the First Time in 6000 Yeats." University of California. San Diego;
and University of California. Santa Barbara. 1972.
'Technology and hfarlow's LadderIs Technology a Pandora's Box or an
Aladdin's Lamp?", Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences.
Stanford. California. 1972.

Joseph Webenbaust
"The Compulsive Programmer." Computer Science Colloquium, Stanford
University, Stanford, California. December S. 1972.
"Computer Networks and Their Implications,w IEEE Convention, Washing-
ton. D.C.. October 24,1972.
"The Coming National Metaphor & Urban Planning." School of Urban De-
sign. University of California, Los Angeles. March 8, 1973.
'he Limits or Artificial intelligence." University of California, Santa Crur,
April 24, 173.
"Rationality and Explication in Computer Models," Sociology Department.
University of California. Berkeley. April 26, 1973.
"The Responsibilities of the Computer Scientist," Stanford Computer Science
Lecture Section, Stanford University. Stanford. California, December 8,
197z.
'The Scope and Limits of Artificial Intelligence," University of California.
Berkeley, Lecture Series, February 6. 1973.
"What about Artificial Intelligence --a Debate," Computer Science Collo-
quium. University of California, Berkeley. January 16,1973.
Panel MemberConference on Computers, Society and Legal Education:
Stanford University Law School, June 2427, 1973.
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